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1ST AJA 5017
Includes on# DE item: 1?o«t30

Rumnim'

"RUMHIH WILD"
Wild (£34927-A),

Mean A filing / Dancers In Love/ l'm Just A Lucky So-And-So
/ Suddenly It Jumped / Transbluceney / Pretty Woman / After

All
"JAZZ COCKTAIL" Id
ASY AJA -5024
"THE OOLDEM DAYS CP JAZZ"
RCA SRS-557
Steredore Stomp / Creole Lore Call / It Don't Kean A Thing
Includes one BE iteas 3May29 Cotton Club Stomp.
/ Hot And Bothered / Rose Room / Old Man Blues / Jungle
Rights In Harlem / Tiger Rag (-A) (-A) // Sweet Jass Of |A
"MORE HIT SONGS
Heritage (J) MTPL 84611-20
(10-LP Bos)
PLUS 1001"
Mine / Mood Indigo / Sing You Sinners / Linefceuse Blues /
/ Double Check Stamp / Swing Low / Jass Cocktail / Creole Omnibus using rarious 78's. Three DE tracks are included:
Rhapsody (-A)(-A)
3Mar38 I Let A Song Go Out Of My Heart (-2) /6Apr55 Satin
(Yuze)
Doll
/ 6Apr53 Without A Song
"BE MAGERTA HAZE"
Blaek Lien BLM 52011

'

-

-

.\1

Magenta Base /Danoers In Lore / I'm v
"DUKE ELLINGTON & HIS FAMOUS
Musioraft MVS -2004
ORCHESTRA CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT"
Gonna Go Fishim' / Rookin' In Rhythm // Mr. Gentle And Mr.
Cool / Smada / Jump For Joy / Things Ain't What They Used SIDE ONE: Jam-a-Ditty / Magenta Haze / Happy-Go-Lucky Lo¬
To Be
cal, Pts. 112/ Golden Feather / It Shouldn't Happen To
Same as the second LP in the M.F. Production 5-LP Box "DE A Dream / Flippant Flurry
SIDE TWO: Diminuendo In Blue / The Beautiful Indians,
1899-1974".
Pt. 1: Hiawatha / The Beautiful Indians, Pt. 2: Minnehaha
"DE ISTAHAH"
VLUk Llo. BUI -52091
/ Sultry Sunset / Tulip Or Turnip / Overture To A Jam
Satin Doll / Isfahan / Diminuendo And Crescendo In Blue / Session, Pts. 1 t 2 / Blue Skies (Trumpet No End)
// Jeep's Blues / Pyramid / La Plus Belle Afrioaine
Duke's 5th Annual Carnegie Hall Concert took place on
Same as the fourth LP in the abort mentioned 5-LP Box. November 23, 1946, and repeated the following day. Some
"DE
BLACK BUTTERFLY" of the featured numbers were recorded by Musicraft and
Blaek Lioa BLM 52041
originally issued on 78's. In all there were 15 titles, A
Happy Reunion / Chinoiserie / Hank Cinq / Star Crossed Lo¬ few
were included in an album set called DE CARNEGIE
wers / Sueh Sweet Thunder // Perdido / Blaek Butterfly / HALL CONCERT, All the Musicraft recordings from these re¬
(in
A Sent.Mood, Mood Indigo, l'n Beg. To See The
/ MEDLEY
cording sessions are probably among the most rereleased
Light, I Got It Bad, Just Squeese Me, It Don't Mean A
ones ever, both on 78's and later on microgroove. The
Thing, Solitude
very first LP presented 13 tracks on Allegro-Elite 3074,
Same as The fifth LP in the above mentioned 5-LP Box. However, here now we have all the 15 titles assembled on
one and a sane LP, and this time with added value, as the
"JAZZ AHTHOLOGT" material has splendidly been remastered by oar Jack Towers.
CBS 66425
Includes four DE items: Black And Tan Fantasy // Blues As Jerry Valburn, who wrote the liner notes, says: "They
(JB + DE) // Primpin' For The Prom // All Of Me.
have never sounded better, and the rich, full sound you
will hear on this record is reminiscent of high-fidelity
THE POPULAR DE"
"JAZZ SPECIAL
RCA CL- 43288
recordings made fifteen years later."
A Train / 1 Got It Bad / Perdido / Mood Indigo / Black And
Tan Fantasy / The Twitch / Solitude / Do Nothin' Till You The album cover also gives precise discographical inform¬
(to which DEMS has added the original 78
Hear From Me / The Mooohe / Sophisticated Lady / Creole ation as follows
rpm release numbers):
Loire Call.
26oct46
NYC, WOR Studio No. 3, session no. 137
DUKE
"JAZZ SPECIAL THE GENIUS
RCA HL- 45181
58ÿ4 DIMINUENDO IN BLUE
Musicraft 511
ELLINGTON"
483
Moon Mist / I Ain't Got Nothin' &rt "5766-4* MAGENTA HAZE
Rockin' In Rhythm
The Feeling Of Jass

/

-

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

/

The Blues / Mood To Be Wooed

/

Prelude To A

-

Kiss / It Don't

—

""T
cA

( Ctd. page 2)
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NEW RELEASES
NYC, WOR Longacre Theatre, session 142
5813-2 SULTRY SUNSET
5814-2 HAPPY-GO-LOCAL, Pt.2
5815-1 BLUE SKIES (TRUMPET NO END)
5816-2 HAPPY-GO-LOCAL, Pt.1

as to which session they belong and also concerning take
numbers as given in nost hitherto published discos. Those
nusbers were once taken for granted as they appeared in
the wax of most 78 releases. Confusing is the now revealed
but why not trust the Musicraft
matrix number order
info, more so as this, except for the takes, agrees with
our latest research effort results, also in agreement to
what can be found in Blackstone's loose leaf edition of
his "Index To Jazz A to E", the only difference being
MJam-a-DittyH there said to be recorded on 11Dec46 in¬
stead of 18Dec46.
Time being too short before going to press, prevented us
to check all the versions on this LP against earlier
releases. So, so far, who knows perhaps there are some
surprises waiting to be revealed.

25Nov46

-

466
461
484
461

5Dec46
Same location, session 143
464
Pt.1)
(Beautiful
Indians,
HIAWATHA
5817-1
465
5818-3 FLIPPANT FLURRY
465
5823-1 GOLDEN FEATHER
464
5824-3 MINNEHAHA (Beautiful Indians, Pt.2)
11Deo46
Sm« location, session 145
463
5845-5 OVERTURE TO A JAM SESSIOW, Pt.1
465
5846-5 OVERTURE TO A JAM SESSIOW, Pt.2
4661511
5647-1 JAM-A-DITTY
18DM46
Same location, session 146
483
5841-2 TULIP OR TURNIP
484
5842-5 IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A DREAM
This is interesting information for disoagraphers. As you
can see there ere differences concerning certain titles

V

2

DUKE IN THE

A SYMPHONY n BLACK: While viewing a video copy of this

-

-

Vogn. (compact disc) 600013
Contain* earlier issued material.

"GREAT REUNION"

./

1KL£HS CITY

"BIG BAND JAZZ"

SWSP-2511

Includes two EC items!

A Train (4:30) // Sophisticated

Lady (2:53).

The top row, from left to right, as you look at it, con¬
sists of 7 nen: Unident, bassist / Benny James (g)/ O'Neil
Spencer (timp)/ Sonny Greer (dm) / Umid. vib. / freddy
Guy (g) / Unid. bassist,
Like this rhythm section, all other sections of the

fUn short, I've noticed that behind the orchestra, above,
there is not only SO but also a ’Vettlodruamer". Who is Ellingtdn band were augmented for on camera work in SYM¬
(Merlin) PHONY IK BLACK, to a size of 24 men. The additional men
this **ottl»rtH«w,r?
(I
would call came from the Milla Blue Rhythm Band, But unfortunately
Me your question about the kettle drunker
top
timpanist)!
He
is
the
of the there are so few medium range shots that tha majority of
row
situated
is
a
him
them cannot be identified. In all, there are 5 tp / 5 tb
orchestra #deh is seated on three different levels in
6 reeds / 2 g / 2 b / timp / wife / dm, plus Ellington
/
with Ellington on the ground
a theater stage setting
the grand piano.
at
(Stratemann)
in
floor
front*

-

-

DISCUSSIONS
"The River", PROG BOX TTB- 100/2, recorded by Mercer
0
Xllingtcm 1 Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra!

Comparing the above mentioned recording with the taps
used by the Alvin Miley Dance Theatre in their perform¬
ance of the ballet, the Mereer Ellington recording in¬
cludes the fellawing sections: 1) Spring, 2) Meander,
3) Giggling Rapids, 4) The Lake, 5) Vortex, 6) The Falls,
(&isk)
7) Twia Cities, 8) Riba (Mainstream).
One of the most played LPs lately im Date's "UNKNOWI
SESSION" (CBS 8281$). Can OEMS halp tailing if there are
sore titles recorded on this occasion? If so, are they
released? Were there other sessions during this time
(Rask)
period? Released?
DOB: To begin with, the UHKNCWN SESSION consists in fact
cf material from two sessions, as follows:
14JU160
1
RHCO 46712 ALL TOO SOOW

3 EVERYTHING BUT YOU
4 BUCK BEAUTY
6 SOMETHING TO LIVE FCR

15Jul60
RHCO 46720
5
6

MOOD INDIGO
CREOLE BLUES
DON'T YOU KNCW I CARE?
7 A FLOWER IS A LOVESOME THING
8 MIGHTY LIKE THE BLUES
9 TONIGHT I SHALL SLEEP
30 DUAL HIGHWAY
1 THE BLUES
On the 14 July session was also HAPPY-GO-LUCKY LOCAL
(RBCC 46715) recorded which is included in the PIANO IN

- ADDITIONS

THE BACKGROUND album. As for the missing matrix numbers
RHCO 46721-46724 we have no knowledge.
During this time period there were several recording
sessions made for Columbia. They all took place at the
Radio Recorders Studios in Hollywood. This material has
been released as used for the following LP albums: PIANO
IN THE BACKGROUND (just mentioned), THE NUTCRACKER SUITE,
Pro GYNT SUITES NO. 112. Xn addition to this a couple
of 45 rpm records art issued from this period, featuring
vocals by Milt Greyson.
( ctd. p# 5)
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Continuing Ken Rattenbury's series

DEJIS

THEWELLINGTON SOLOISTS
(2):

B84/ULETIN5

JOHNNY

SKTIM >OLL
Johnny Hodges' exalted orbit
in the Ellington firaaaent has, I
feel, justified this second look
at the work of this unquestioned
genius in the art of relaxed, aelodic and completely non-anarchic
extemporation. Here X 'have taken
down two consequtive
choruses
from his performance, the first

a

paraphrase of

•••
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Duke's original

tune (with all of those rhythaie
shifts and aelodic variations we
have come to respect, and indeed
expect, from this incomparable
jazzman) ; then, compared with
this, his extemporisation (a mo¬
del of elegance, economy, ausical
subtlety and melodic invention
sheer good taste personified
over the space of 52 bars).
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# Up -To-Date

2006

THINGS TO COME (planned
SERIES,
1929- 1962"
a
basis
earlier available on
Hearts (AN-47),
its way to
was
"DUKE ELLINGTON

VOLUUE SEVEN

THE STUDIO

4

for release

in Decemberÿ

tape copy,
for those releases was
but, the
LPs
"Cincinnati Daddy" has been
Of
by
Ace
used
inferior
later
England
only
and
the
result
way back, that once found
Not
in sound quality, Dacca (COPS-2863) added ecto as well. Thanks to Jerry Valburn, who lately succeeded in obtaining the
original shellac test pressing, we now have this superb transfer, expertedly handled by Jack Towers, and consequently
chosen to occupy the first track on this LP. For similar reasons the three "Old Man Blues" versions, as recorded on
2QAug30, are included. Take 2 is the only one of these three missing the interplay between JN and BB near the closing.
Takes 2 and 3 have earlier been issued on LP, take 2 erroneously also as take 3# For you to enjoy all the various
soloist improvisations are presented here in a row. The next track has the recently found take 1 of "Body And Soul"(see
BO1183/4, front page) by DE-JB in duet.
The balance of the LP consists of hitherto unreleased Capitol, Columbia, and RCA recorded material.
This is a grand collection with the same importance as all earlier Up-To-Date IP's in the "DE THE STUDIO SERIES":

—
CINCINNATI
m

JUMGLX BARD ’: Duka Sllington,p 4 Idr; Arthur Whet sol , Freddy **nkins,Cootie Wiuiama, tpte; Joe Ronton, Juan Ti*ol , tbns ; Barney
Harry Camay , be,el t,a»; Fred Guy, b jo; We liman Braud,b; Sonny Grier, this
Bigard,olt 4 ta; Johnny Bodge*, os A

DADDY

Oil XL

_

JO Dec 1925

-

20 Aug 19 3C

053505-1
New York -

l Oct 1940

E 31 51 0 A

Hollywood

ILURGTOB AMD BIS ORCBXSTRi : Stwet as for 10 Dec 1939

61012-1

OLD NAN BLUES
OLD NAN BLUES
OLD NAN BLUES
P(jt j

-

61012-2

61012-3
Chicago

ILLIBGTOB i JIMMJ BLAMTOt; Duke St Ungton, piano; Jimy Blanton, baa* (duets)

BODY AND SOUL
DOXX XLUWCTOM TilO: Duka XI lington,piano; Wendell Marshall .base; Dave Black, drum*

3 Dec 1953

202 A 7

NONTEVIDEO
TITLE # 3
I • N JUST A LUCKY SO ft SO
IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A DREAN

20248

20249
vocal by Jimmy Grissom
vocal by Jimmy Grissom
20250
DUXX BUJBOTOM AMD BIB FAMOUS OBCBK8TRA ; Duka Wllimgton,p A l<£r;Clark terry ,Willi* Cook, Cat Amdanon, Any Sanaa, tpts; Quant in Jackson
Britt Wooÿm, Alfred Cobba,tbetJismmMamilton,olt,t*;Hek Menderecm,a*;Rus*ell Prooope,as,olt;Paul Gonaaloaa, ta; Barry
~
Now York- IS Dec 1953
Camay, ba,elt,ba elt;Wemdell Marshal
ahall,'
l.b; Dare
Black. dm*
vocal by Rey N»nce
20278
JUST A-SETTIN' AND A-R0CKIN'
DOXX MLLIMOTOM AMD BIB OBCBESTMAt Duka Wllimgton,p A ldr;Clark t*rry, Ray Ranee, BaroldBaker, Cat Andaman," Fata’ Ford, tpte; Quentin
Jmak*on,Britt Woodson, John Bamden,the; Jim* B<milton,elt,te; Johnny Bodgae, a* ;Rue** ll Prooope.ae, el t;Pm*l Ganaalvee, t*
Barry Camay, be, o It,be elt;Jim* Woode,b;Sam Woodyard,&e

FRILLIE TRILL IE

New York
CO 62199

-

19 Feb 1955

DOXX XLUW7TXM AMD

• P * lfr;Ray Samoa, tpt; Britt Woodson, Booty Wood, Matthau Gas, tb*;Jis**y Bcmilton,
MI***i™/in**8'**t
Bodgoo,ae;Ru*ooll Proocpe,a*.olt;Paul
“*,te;John*
GoneaU>oe,t*;Rarry Camey,be,clt,be olt;Jim*y Woode,b;Jiseey Johneon

New York

■

2 Dec 1959

CO 64442

BROWN PENNY
SENTINENTAL LADY

CO 64445

DUXX KIUBOIDB AMD BIS 0BC8SSTRA:Duke Ml lington,p A ldr;Cat Andereon, Ray Banco, Roy Burraje*,Cootie William, tpt*;U*Jrenc* Bnmm,
Chuck Common, Buster Cooper, tba ; Jimmy Bmi l ton,cl t Ate; Johnny Rodge* , as; Russell Procope , as, alt; Paul Gonsa l vee , t* ; Harry New
Camay, be , el t,be alt ; Aaron Ball,bi Sam Woodyard,this

A NEDIUN BLUES
HONK'S DREAN

York 12\13Sep 196 2

NO NX NUHBERS
ASSIGNED
TO
THIS
SESSION

FRERE N0NK
CORDON BLEU

OUT OF PRINT BULLETINS
/3 5 P*6**

The foilowing back issues are all out of print*
They will not be re-printed, bat xeroxed oopies
say be had for SEX (S*Cr*) 2ioo per current page
(pages of no current interest are added free)*

79/1 2 P«6**
/2 10 pages (5 are
/3 6 pages
A 4 pages

/5 8 pages
80/1 10 pages
/2 8 pages
/3 8 pages
A 8 pages
81/1 7 pages

/2

of

DO

current interest)

(1 is of no current interest)
(2 are of no current interest)
(1 is of no current interest)
(1 is of no

current interest)
.

7 pages

Greetings

A
/5
82/1
/2

/3
A
/5
83/1
/2

8 pages

9 pages
13 pages
7 psges
13 pages
5 pages
6 pages
6 pages
12 pages (4

and

84/3

12 pages (1 is of no current interest)

New members will automatically receive still available
baok oopies free of charge*

f

The last page in this issue presents another page with rearranged text material from the Downbeat ELLINGTON SPECIAL
1952 Silver Jubilee issue. This will constitute the last of the pages in this series. For further pages see Bull8l/3,
81/4, 81/5 and 82/?.
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LP's FDR SALE - S.Cr.

35:-/»»chi

Your Balance (Sw. Crowns) SEK:

iu *-aoio -BRAoan' w »ASS / tt 19
Tax m-BOl2 "COTTON CLUE STOMP / DC 1957-1939"
THE TRANSCRIPTION TEARS"
Tax *-6037 "DUKE ELLINGTON
Only for DOC members, for your informations
Each "SMALL PACKET" can contain up to 5 LPs.
This is the most economical way sending LPs
air mailed. Small Packets can be forwarded

DEWS Bulletin

-

twerywhere, except

Remaining deposit:

within Swwden.

Hoefsmit and Ken Rattenbury, just to name a few. Here you
will really meet fellow enthusiasts from all parts of the

CONFERENCE

tells Willie Cook and Bob Wilber are
Iready confirmed, and among speakers attending we find
John Chilton, Charles Delaunay, Johnny Simmen, Klaus
Stratemann, Peter Tenner, Jack Towers, Jerry Valbum,
Russell Woodward, and others participating will be Sjef
Latest reports

;

DISCUSSIONS...

0

Postage/Exp

THE 1985 ELLINGTON

\

5

world.
As also pointed out in the latest "Veritt Rag” magazine,
why not plan your 1985 vacation now, building it around
this major event
the venue is ideally situated for
touring and sightseeing in England, Scotland and Wales,

-

(ctd.)

NEWS

SAD

Further to the listings and discussion in DEMS of the
Folkways box FJ-2968 I did a comparison with Sunburst and
Skata on the other day and found that I was in agreement
with your conclusions except that Solitude (missed out of
your listing) and C Jam Blues (said to be previously un¬
issued item in DEMS) are both identical with the versions
(E Lambert)
on Sunburst,

Our DEMS member Rolf Johansson, Kedjevagen 5,
88100 50LLEFTEA, Sweden, aged 56, died on
September the 7th, We deeply regret the loss.
He was one of our nothern Duke enthusiasts,
a true Duke follower. May all heavenly har¬
monies still reach him,

DUKE ELLINGTON S STORYON RECORDS
MASSAGLI*PUSATERI*VOLONT£

'ÿ

V

Some additions and corrections

ABC-TV: The date should read 15Jul69
22Aug69 "Cowett" should read "Cavett"
‘-•20oct71
280ct69 1213k should read "The Drag" CL&'ÿ$&*/
5l0ct69 Add: Dim.iCrasc.in blue/Newport up l Be Close
u?1oct71
1NOV69 1217a should read only Hock*in rhythm"
2NOY69 Add: Little African flower/Layin' on Mellow
\j25oct7l
7NOV69 1224c should read Hock.in rhythm" '/v vt'/A;
1224s should read "In triplicate"
10NOV69 1226n should read "Dim.in blue-In triplicate"
5Nov71
l2Nov69 1228X should read "Fife"
6Feb70 1244t should read "In duplicate"
u 7Nov71
1245f should read "In duplicate"
'4JU170 Add, between 1271m-1271n: I got it bad
/ v/8Nov71
9Nov71
17Jul70 1275v should read "In triplicate"
29Apr70 1293« should read "Deep Forrest"
1Jan71 Las Vegas, Caesar's Place (MJsn for CA): A Train/
/
Soph,Lady/I 'm Beg. To See The Light

.

20Jul20

1Jan71 Las Vegas (MJsn for CA): A Train/Soph.Lady/in
The Beginning God/I Got It Bad L/Q
?
-J-'J
2Feb71 Add, proceeding 1310a: A Train. - A, £
The "Studio Rhythmic Section" mentioned is the
"Joe Harrell Sextet".
1CFeb71 Add, proceeding 1312a: A Train -= Mb /
2Jul?l Add, between 1335a-l335b: Jeep's Blues
16JU171 NYC, Madison Square Garden: A Train/Rockin' ‘in

Ace of Hearts
Allegro-Elite
ASV

......

...
- Lion... ...
...
-...
Black

*?

*

507
5017

502*
52011
52031

520*1

*

1
1

1
1
1
1

Label
CBS
m

Decca
Folkway
Frog Box

.....
.
... ...
...
...
...
...
•e•

Heritage
M*F. Production

Musicraft

\ ..

f

...

ated lady/Caravan/Things ain't .../Hello,
Dollyl/One more time/Lotus Blossoo/R.T.M.V

/interview ~

JfYC, Rainbow Grill: Auld Lang Syne/One more time

<rCkt /3£ 'r &

The following microgroove records, compact disc, and
(no prefix and/or suffix mentioned):
Number Page

no details)
Odeon: Add, preceeding 1346a: InO'
terviewÿ add, between 1346h-l346i: Interview j
Brussels, Palais des Beaux-Arts, preceeding
1549a: C Jam Blues/Rhythmal Roof/Kinda Dukish-Rockin' in rhythm
» / . ,,\t
O/,
Berlin, add: Dippermouth blues/Darktown Strut¬
ter's Ball/l Got It Badcr%..A..vV
Copenhagen, Tivoli: 2 shows (no details as yet)
Oslo, add: Perdido/Harlem
Uppsala, 2 shows. Details should read as follows:
C Jam blues/Rock.in rhythm/Happy reunion/Take
the A train/Satin Doll/Fife/Chinoiserie/Harlem
/MEDLEY/Solitude/Love You Madly/Soph.Lady/Ca¬
I Close
ravan/Things ain't
2nd show: C Jam blues/Rock.in rhythm/Happy re-

Hammersmith,

union/A Train/Fife/Satin doll/Chinoiserie/Harlem/MEDLEY/l'm Beg, to see the light/Solitude/
/It don't mean a thing/l got it bad/Sophistic-

Y/1*' y*r£

Label

rhythm/MEDLEY/Love You Madly/Solitude/A Train/
/We are here people/(encore)/Satin Doll
Bournemoth, Winter Gardens: 2 concerts (so far

r

£

_

ET's are mentioned in this issue

Number Page

66*25
82819
2865

2968

100/2

8*811-20
5-LP Box

200*

1
2

4
5
2
1
1
1

Label
RCA
**

... ,...,
...

Number

Page

557
*5288

1

45181
. 600015

#

1
1

Up-To-Date
,,
Vogue
World Record Club

2006

509

X

City

2511

2

ihlens

4
2
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NEWS

saaaaBaaaa

NEW DISCOVERIES
Fro* tin* to tine we have been able to report of new
discoveries of hitherto unknown Duke broadcast material.
As said in DEBS Bull84/1, p.1s "It is thrilling to
experience that discoveries like this are still happening,
and likely to do so in the future too."
Now it has happened again.
Jerry Valburn reports of most exciting finds, a result
of extended researoh efforts this last year. Bore broad¬
cast material from the 1940-1943 period has been found. As
we say "more", this is an understatement, indeed. Jerry
tells there is enough to fill 4 or 5 LP volumes and, it
is all new finds!
The first volume is expected to be out in January on
not only in the U.S. but also in
the "Everybodys" label
Europe, since arrangements has recently been made for all
Jerry's labels to be available in Europe too, one except¬
ion being the D.E.T.S. series, which, as before, will be
taken care of directly by Jerry.
The first "Everybodys" volume with this material will
include 1940-1941 be portions from "Eastwood Gardens",
"Canobie Lake Park", "Hotel Sherman", "Casa Banana", and
"Trianon Ballroom".

—

-

Jerry also reports of recently found TREASURY SHOWS,
consisting of line recordings taken by "Radio Recorders"
in Hollywood. Items are included not previously known to
hare been broadcast. Also included in this batch of
acetates is a special Duke be from a Veterans Hospital in
California with Duke performing about twenty minutes by
himself at the piano! as the rest of the band got lost.
The year 1963 sure looks to be a sensationally happy
one for all Duke collectors, especially for those having
big ears for the soealled "Golden Era" period.
But! there is mere, as you probably already has
notioed just take a closer look at page 4
Further details in the next Bulletin.
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DUKE
AT THE
HURRICANE
-

...

3 APRIL, 1943:
HAYFOOT, STRAW FOOT
IT CAN'T BE WRONG
WHAT AM I HERE FOR?

ALTITUDE
COULD IT BE YOU?
GOlN' UP
DON'T GET AROUND
MUCH ANYMORE
NEVADA
THINGS AIN'T ...

WAY,

1943 WHAT AM I HTRb FOR? BARZAL I Ai~lOU
• RING AROUND THt MOON
COTTON
DON T Gt r AROUND MUCH ANYMORI
T A II

-

-
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Each member
may order
up to 3
copies.
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Carney Sole Survivor 01
Original Ellingtonians

European* Hippest

Carney points out that in those
days, before records and disc
jockeys became major factors, it
was the band’s sustaining broad¬
casts that made its name national¬
ly. But records were what made
New York In the Duke Ellington orchestra on Dec. 4, 1952, there the band world famous; records
will be one sideman who was with the band Dec. 4, 1927, the night created European audiences that,
of the original Cotton Club opening that cued the current Silver Jubi¬ in Carney's opinion and that of
lee celebrations.
most of the band, are more selective
That lone survivor is Harry
Harry remembers the first night and intense in their enthusiasm
Howell Carney, who joined the he played with Duke, at Nuttings- than present day audiences in this
band on alto saxophone in June On-Charles, Mass. It happened to country.
1927, switched shortly after to be a first night also for his high
Of his own records, Carney has
baritone, and has retained to this school colleague Toot* Monde llo, few preferences among the actual
day his reputation as a peerless ex¬ who was debuting with Mai Hal- Ellington band sides because his
ponent of the big horn.
letfs orchestra, playing opposite role has usually been limited to a
Harry, a Boston lad who had Duke in a battle of music.
chorus at most (The Golden Feath¬
er, or. Musicraft, was a rare ex¬
worked with local bands during
ception); but he was very happy
vacations, was supposed to return
to high school after working the
with the Ellington-supervised sides
Uncertainty
summer with Duke. Both Ellington
for Norman Granz’ The Jazz Scene
He
remembers
well
the opening album Sono and Frustration, both
and Freddy Guy had to use all night at the
Cotton
Club and the featuring Carney with strings
their diplomacy with Carney’s par¬ atmosphere
ents to get the 17-year-old lad on rounded theof uncertainty that sur¬ and with the dates made under his
band’s status there. own name for the HRS label.
the road at all, assuring him that “So many people
resented our dis¬
no harm would befall their son.
placing the band that was there
Spurn* Outside Offer*
Nat the Typical ‘Cat’
before us, the Missourians that
Carney has had only one lengthy
Their promise was sustained to was the band Cab, Calloway took vacation in the entire 26 yean.
an extraordinary degree. Carney over later.
When Duke made a European tour
"We used to hang out at the without the band in 1948, the
grew up to be a quiet-living, de¬
pendable person with absolutely Baud Box on 131st street, jamming Carneys spent the summer in Old
■one of tbs comic or amoral char¬ and playing cards and we were Orchard Beach, Maine. But Harry
acteristics conventionally associated always running into rumors that doesn’t complain about the infre¬
with musicians. (Ever since a the band was on notice.”
quency of vacations or even the
The rumors resembled the re¬ increasing incidence of one-nightcouple of years after he joined the
ports
of
happily
band, he has been
Mark Twain’s death. Ex¬ ers. Nor does he pay any attention
married
to the same girl and is within sight cept for time out in Hollywood to to the offers that come in from
make
wedding
celebration.)
Cluck And Double Check, the other bandleaders. A combination
ef his silver
Carney is constantly running into Ellingtonians remained at the Cot¬ of friendship, security and musical
ton
Club incessantly for three and satisfaction have kept him on the
people who think he must be much
elder, though his 42 years hang a half years- a healthy location job in which he started as Duke’s
lightly on him ; it’s just the quarter- duration even by 1927 standards virtual ward and wound up, musi¬
century with the band that con¬ And they doubled and tripled into cally and morally, the firm founda¬
flicts with his youthful appear¬ theatres, shows and various other tion-stone of the Ellington orches¬
jobs.
ance.
lorn
tra.

—
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Premature Ellington Fan
Pays A Mature Tribute
By ROB DARRELL
It was just over 25 years ago, not long after I began writ¬
ing for publication, that I reviewed (under the pseudonvm
‘‘Rufus") my first Ellington record. Within the next few
years, he and his music came to play a major part in my life.
And though later on my work and
thinking took me into other fields,
though I had no opportunity to
write about the later Ellington re¬
leases, the electrifying impact of
his earlier works never has been
forgotten. To this very day it has
stimulated and enriehened my
whole aesthetic sensibility and phil¬
osophy.
So, like countless others, pro. and
amateur, musicians and listeners.
I want to stand up and be counted
among those who owe an incal¬
culable debt to the Duke one we
never can hope to repay, but which
we’ll forever acknowledge with pro¬
found gratitude.
Master Composer
Others can testify best to Elling¬
ton's significance in the world of
jazz. Without ignoring that, I think
of him primarily as one of the alltime master composers of any kind
the greatest natural melodist since
chubert, in my considered judg¬
ment!) and a worthy peer of Ber¬
lioz, Rimsky - Korsakov, Richard
Strauss, and Ravel as an outstand¬
ing creator of new orchestral tone-

—

colors and sonorities.
It was on that basis that I in¬
cluded him (the only exclusively
so-called jazz composer) in my

Gramophone Shop Encyclopedia

of

Recorded Mutio (1936). And it was
on that basis too that I wrote what
I proudly believe was the first ex¬
tended, non-jazz study of his work:
a ten-page article, Black Beauty in
the June, 1932 issue of that re¬
markable and still remembered

phonographic journal, Disques, pub¬

lished by H. Royer Smith Co. of
Philadelphia.

It Still Stands
That was 30 years ago, but it’s
a privilege and a pleasure to re¬
affirm what I wrote then:
“The most striking characteristic
of all his works, and the one which
stamps them ineradicably as his
own, is the individuality and unity
of style that weld composition, or¬
chestration, and performance into
one inseparable whole
To me
the most brilliant flights of Rim¬
sky's or Strauss’s orchestral fancy
are equalled if not surpassed by
many passages in the Ellington

...

—

Rob Darrell's Five
Hoi And Bothered (Okeh)

Block Beauty (Brunswick)
Bluet I Love To Sing ( Vic lsr)

Daybreak Exprett (Virtue)
Ellington Matter pievet (Co¬

lumbia I.F)

—tail-spin

a blazing parabolic tra¬
and swoop, of
clarinet, saxophone, or whole wood¬
wind choir; a delicate birdlike flut¬
tering or vigorous statement of the
piano; a monkey-like chatter and
stutter of the train pets: a pattern.
half-melodic, half-rhythmic, used
ottinate fashion on the tubular
bells, cymbals, or suddenly percusrecords,
jectory,

aiva

Crest Moment*
“To me again there is absolutely
nothing in popular music, all too
little in any music, that touches
the uncannily twisted beauty, the
acrid pungence of nostalgia which
Ellington in his gTeat moments
achieves . . . Working within his
small but wholly personal range,
Ellington to me is one of Proust s
gTeat artists ’who do us the service,
when they awaken in us the emo¬
tion corresponding to the theme
they have found, of showing us
what richness, what variety Ues
hidden, unknown to us, in that
great black impenetrable night, dis¬
couraging exploration, of our soul,
which we have been content to re¬
gard as valueless and waste and
void’.”

